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Abstrat. Over the past 25 years highly suessful methods for geometry theorem

proving have been developed. We will use elementary and understandable examples

to show the nature of the tehniques for veri�ation of geometri onstrutions made

with interative geometry environment and for proving geometri statements. In ad-

dition to some informations about the WinGCLC software with spei� language, we

look at the system GeoThms that integrates Automati Theorem Provers, Dynami

Geometry Tools and a database. The abovementioned system provides an environ-

ment suitable for new ways of studying and teahing geometry at di�erent levels.

1. Introdution

Dynami geometry software (DGS) is the most widely used software for mathe-

matis in eduation. DGS allows the user to reate omplex geometri on-

strutions step by step using free objets suh as free points, onstrut new

objets depending on the existing ones (for instane, the line passing through

two distint points) and then move the starting points to explore how the

whole onstrution hanges. The orresponding �gure is updated in real time.

There exist a large number of free and ommerial software1 (e.g. Baghera,

Cabri, Cinderella, Dr. Geo, Eukleides, WinGCLC, GeoGebra, Geometer's

Skethpad, Geometrix, Geometry Expert (GEX), Geometry Explorer, Géo-

plan, GeoNext, GeoProof, KGeo, KIG, Non-Eulid, OpenEulide, WinGeom).

Interative geometry software an help teahers to illustrate abstrat onepts

in geometry and students may explore and understand the seret of plane

geometry on their own. Therefore, DGS systems are used for two ativities:

1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynami_geometry_software
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(1) to help a student to reate geometri onstrutions; (2) to help a student

to explore a �gure, invent onjetures, and hek fats.

From the beginning, various kinds of DGS have been the paradigm of new

tehnologies applied to mathematis eduation, area where they have found

their most appliations. Their onveniene in the lassroom is almost unan-

imously praised by eduation experts. However, questions have been raised

on the in�uene or interation of the use of DGS on the development of the

onept of proof in shool urriula [2℄. Sometimes, formal proofs have been

replaed by the onstrution of a great number of examples of a on�guration,

what has ome to be known as a visual proof.

Geometry is also an important area for automati theorem proving (ATP),

the �eld of using automated methods for reating mathematial proofs. The

exatness and broad theoretial foundation that is present in geometry and

the beauty and elegane of geometry make it a wonderful platform for experi-

mentation and testing for new algebrai and other methods.

Several DGS systems with proof-related features an be roughly lassi�ed

into two ategories [5℄:

• systems that permit one to build proofs;

• systems that permit one to hek fats using an automated theorem

prover.

A breakthrough in automated geometry theorem proving (AGTP) is made

by Wen-Tsün Wu. Restriting himself to a lass of geometry statements of

equality type, in 1977 Wu introdued a method whih an be used to prove

quite di�ult geometry theorems e�iently. Here we would like to remind

that Wu's method annot deal with theorems involving inequalities.

AGTP has two major lines of researh [4, 9℄: the syntheti proof style and

the algebrai proof style. Algebrai proof style methods are based on reduing

geometri properties to algebrai properties expressed in terms of Cartesian

oordinates. Syntheti methods attempt to automate traditional geometry

proof methods. The syntheti methods provide traditional (not oordinate-

based), human-readable proofs. In both ases (algebrai or syntheti) we laim

that the AGTPs an be used in the learning proess.

2. WinGCLC software

WinGCLC pakage is a tool whih enables produing geometrial �gures (i.e.

digital illustrations) on the basis of their formal desriptions. This approah

is guided by the idea of formal geometrial onstrutions. A geometrial on-

strution is a sequene of spei�, primitive onstrution steps (elementary

onstrutions). Figure desriptions in WinGCLC are usually made by a list
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of de�nitions of several (usually very few) �xed points (de�ned in terms of

Cartesian plane, e.g. by pairs of oordinates) and a list of onstrution steps

based on that points.

WinGCLC uses a spei� language for desribing �gures. The GCLC lan-

guage onsists of the following groups of ommands: de�nitions, basi on-

strutions, transformations, drawing ommands, marking and printing om-

mands, low level ommands, Cartesian ommands, ommands for desribing

animations, ommands for the geometry theorem prover. These desriptions

are ompiled by the proessor and an be exported to di�erent output formats.

There is an interfae whih enables simple and interative use of a range of

funtionalities, inluding making animations.

The theorem prover (GCLCprover) built into WinGCLC is based on Chou's

algorithm for proving geometry theorems (area method, see [1℄). This method

belongs to the group of syntheti methods. The main idea of the method is to

express hypotheses of a theorem using a set of onstrutive statements, eah

of them introduing a new point, and to express a onlusion by an equality of

expressions in geometri quantities suh as ratio of direted parallel segments

AB/CD (where AB denotes the signed length
2 of a segment AB), signed area

SABC (the area of a triangle ABC with a sign depending on the order of the

verties A,B and C3) and Pythagoras di�erene PABC = AB
2
+ CB

2
− AC

2

as a generalization of the Pythagoras equality (for details see [8℄).

The proof is then based on eliminating (in reverse order) the points in-

trodued before, using for that purpose a set of appropriate lemmas. After

eliminating all introdued points, the urrent goal beomes a trivial equal-

ity that an be simply tested for validity. At all stages, di�erent expression

simpli�ations are applied to the urrent goal.

Let us take next elimination lemma and one example:

Lemma 1. Let SABY be the signed area of a triangle ABY for distint points

A,B and Y . For ollinear points Y,U and V it holds

SABY =
UY

UV
SABV +

Y V

UV
SABU .

Example 1 (of elimination tehnique). Let Y be a point on a line passing

through a given point W and parallel to a line UV , suh that WY = rUV ,

2If we presribe a diretion from A to B as positive, then AB = |AB| and BA = −|AB|.
3
SABC is positive if we move along the perimeter of a triangle from the vertex A to B

and C anti-lokwise.
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where r an be a rational number, a rational expression in geometri quanti-

ties, or a variable. Then it holds:

SABY = SABW + r(SABV − SABU ).

The onstrutions aepted by GCLCprover are: onstrution of a line

given by two points; an intersetion of two lines; the midpoint of a segment;

a segment bisetor; a line passing through a given point, perpendiular to

a given line; a foot from a point to a given line; a line passing through a given

point, parallel to a given line; an image of a point in a given translation; an

image of a point in a given saling transformation; a random point on a given

line.

Let us onsider the triangle area theorem as an example:

Example 2 (Triangle area theorem). Eah median divides the triangle into

two smaller triangles whih have the same area.

Proof (using the method). Let ABC be a triangle, and M be a midpoint of

AB. We �rst translate the goal into its equivalent using the signed area:

SAMC = SMBC .

The proof is atually to eliminate a point M . Using Example 1, the above

equality of signed areas an be redued to the expressions as follows:

SAMC = SCAM = SCAA +
1

2
(SCAB − SCAA),

SMBC = SBCM = SBCA +
1

2
(SBCB − SBCA).

The new goal is:

1

2
SCAB =

1

2
SBCA.

The proof is ompleted as SCAB = SBCA.

We an use WinGCLC to validate the previous statement by desribing

the onstrution and proving the property for given three �xed distint points

A,B,C with M being the midpoint of AB. The WinGCLC ode for this

onstrution and the orresponding illustration (LATEX output), are shown in

Figure 1. It an be heked (using GCLCprover) that a median CM divides

a triangle ABC into two smaller triangles (△AMC and △MBC) whih have

the same area, i.e. SAMC = SMBC . This statement an be given in the ode

of GCLC language by the following line:
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Figure 1: Example 1

prove { equal { signed_area3 A M C } { signed_area3 M B C } }

The prover produes a short report of information on number of steps

performed, on CPU time spent and whether or not the onjeture has been

proved. For our example we have:

The theorem prover based on the area method used.

Number of elimination proof steps: 2

Number of geometri proof steps: 7

Number of algebrai proof steps: 9

Total number of proof steps: 18

Time spent by the prover: 0.004 seonds

The onjeture suessfully proved.

The prover output is written in the file triangle_area.tex.

The prover also generates a proof in LATEX form (in the �le proof.tex). We

an ontrol the level of details given in the generated proof. The proof on-

sists of proof steps. For eah step, there is an explanation and its semanti

ounterpart. This semanti information is alulated for onrete points used

in the onstrution. For our example (in Figure 1), we will get the following:
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(1) SAMC = SMBC , by the statement

(2) SCAM = SBCM , by geometri simpli�ations

(3)

(

SCAA +

(

1

2
(SCAB + (−1 · SCAA))

))

= SBCM , by Lemma 29 (M eliminated)

(4)

(

0 +

(

1

2
(SCAB + (−1 · 0))

))

= SBCM , by geometri simpli�ations

(5)

(

1

2
SCAB

)

= SBCM , by algebrai simpli�ations

(6)

(

1

2
SCAB

)

=

(

SBCA +

(

1

2
(SBCB + (−1 · SBCA))

))

, by Lemma 29 (M eliminated)

(7)

(

1

2
SCAB

)

=

(

SCAB +

(

1

2
(0 + (−1 · SCAB))

))

, by geometri simpli�ations

(8) 0 = 0 , by algebrai simpli�ations

Q.E.D.

3. GeoThms

GeoThms4, is a framework that links DGS (GCLC and Euklides), AGTP

(GCLCprover), and a repository of geometry problems (GeoDB), providing

a ommon web interfae for all these tools (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: GeoThms � Regular Users Page

Integration of GeoThms with dynami geometry software and automati

theorem provers and its repository of theorems, �gures and proofs give the

user the possibility to browse easily through the list of geometri problems,

their statements, illustrations and proofs, and also to use interatively the

drawing and proving programs (see Figure 3).

4GeoThms is a set of PHP sripts of top of a MySQL database and is aessible from

http://hilbert.mat.u.pt/GeoThms.
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Figure 3: GeoThms � Theorem Report

As a web servie GeoThms emphasizes [6℄: (1) a simple interfae based on

using geometrial spei�ation languages of the underlying geometrial tools;

(2) a low ommuniation burden. A basi ommuniation, onerning desrib-

ing geometrial onstrutions and onjetures, is based on formal languages

of the underlying geometrial tools. Within GeoThms, data are presented in

textual form as GCLC ode, or as XML rendered as HTML, and graphial

form as JPEG image, or as SVG image. When adding new geometrial tools,

it will be su�ient to develop onverters from its format to XML and vie

versa. This enables onverting from any format to any other, and onsequently

makes usable the whole of the repository to any geometrial tool.

4. Conlusion

In this paper we present some advantages of interative geometry sys-

tem WinGCLC, automated theorem prover GCLCprover, and geometry

framework GeoThms. The built-in module is based on the area method for

Eulidean geometry. The main advantage of this method is that eah step of

the generated proof has lear geometri meanings and the proofs are gener-

ally elegant. The omputer program based on the area method has produed

proofs of more than 500 geometry theorems, some of whih are even shorter

than those given by geometry experts. A drawbak is that the students must

be taught the "area axioms" instead of the standard Eulidean axioms.
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